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ABSTRACT
Research on user modeling and personalization typically only serves the needs of end-users. However, when applied in real-world, commercial contexts, recommendations should also serve the (often monetary) interests of other parties, such as platform providers, sellers and advertisers. This paper provides a brief historical perspective on the research field, contrasts this with the commercial context, and investigates the topics currently addressed at the UMAP and RecSys conferences. The paper concludes with a discussion on the need for the research community to take multi-stakeholder interests into account in the design and evaluation of adaptive systems. This would allow us to foresee unwanted effects, such as online filter bubbles, and to pro-actively find strategies to prevent them.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the early days, User Modeling and Personalization has long been an academic pursuit without much take-up in non-academic contexts, except for the narrow field of product recommendations in web stores. However, gradually the Web arguably has become far more personalized than we might have envisaged. Social media newsfeeds are adapted to our interests, search results take our past queries, preferred language and location into account, and product recommendations have become a standard way of interacting with customers. Unfortunately, many users seem not to appreciate the whole concept of personalization at all, but instead feel that their information freedom is limited by echo chambers, filter bubbles and ‘the algorithm’.

Much has been written about the abuse of personal data for dynamic pricing and targeted advertisements, which obviously are types of personalization that do not directly serve the interests of the end-user. This will not be the focus of this paper. Instead, we concentrate on personalization strategies and recommendation of items that are (claimed to be) primarily meant to serve the interests of the user – either because they serve typical user goals (such as discussed by Brusilovsky [3]) or recommend items that a user actually requested for. A main problem appears to be that users experience that ‘the algorithm’ would hide things for us, keeping us locked in our own ‘filter bubbles’ [12] or that recommended items seem not to match our tastes, but instead serve other goals than the user’s benefit.

In this paper, we reflect on the original purposes of user modeling and personalization and how these have been implemented in practice. First, we provide a very brief historical perspective on the original vision and goals of adaptive hypermedia, which were mainly user centered. We continue with an overview of recommendations in a commercial context, where also other stakeholders’ (monetary) interests need to be served. In the third section, we investigate current research issues in the research community by analyzing the contents of the proceedings of UMAP 2018 and RecSys 2018. Finally, we discuss the role of the research community in further shaping the application of personalization and recommendation in commercial contexts.

2 A BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
In 1996, Peter Brusilovsky published a well-cited survey on adaptive hypermedia [3]. In this survey, he discussed various goals and application areas of such systems. In the field of educational hypermedia, goals would include the adaptation of course content to a learner’s knowledge level and the provision of navigational help, in order to prevent learners getting lost in the non-linear hypermedia structure. Personalized online help systems should provide context-sensitive help, in order to improve local orientation. Brusilovsky also envisaged that information retrieval systems should support users in finding the required documents, among others by suggesting relevant links to follow. In companies and other institutions, adaptive systems should be designed to support work.

A particular issue that many believed needed to be solved was ‘lostness in hyperspace’, a situation where users wouldn’t know where to go, would fail to return from interesting sidepaths, or...
would be so preoccupied with navigation that they were likely to forget their original goals [11]. In a 2008 survey [5], Anthony Jameson identified, among others, the following application areas and goals for adaptive systems: personalization could be used for taking over routine tasks, such as organizing email and scheduling meetings, for helping users to interact with a system by providing advice and support, and for mediating interaction with the real world – for example by filtering incoming emails or by delaying incoming messaging to avoid interrupting the user’s workflow. More general, adaptive systems would help users to find information, tailor the presentation of the information, support collaboration and enhance learning.

Already in the early stages, it was (tacitly) acknowledged that personalization and user modeling have significant privacy implications, due to the large amount of user data needed for this purpose. In 2007, Alfred Kobsa published an inventory of privacy issues and user concerns [7], including user tracking and the use of cookies. Still, it was assumed that the value of personalization would motivate users to give up some privacy in exchange for improved services. He concluded that ‘further advances are likely to only take place if privacy plays a much more important role in the future’.

A long-term topic in user modeling is scrutability, introduced by Judy Kay [6]. Scrutable user models provide insight on which user data is collected, how it is interpreted and how it contributes to adaptation decisions; scrutable user models should also provide users with means to control each step in this process. An alternative strategy for increasing user acceptance and trust are explanations, which address aspects such as transparency, scrutability, trust, persuasiveness, effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction [15].

3 RECOMMENDATIONS IN A COMMERCIAL CONTEXT

As is commonly known, in commercial contexts, recommendations are often not only provided for the user’s benefits, but also to serve a platform’s goal, which is typically to make money. For example, web stores recommend products in the hope that users will buy these products and video platforms recommend videos that aim to keep the user entertained – and exposed to personalized advertisements. Recomender systems that balance the interests of several parties have been coined multi-sided fair recommender systems [4].

Item recommendation also takes place within social media, for example in Facebook. These recommendations are often a mix of ‘genuine’ recommendations intertwined with sponsored or promoted items; within the regular newsfeed, Facebook also shows sponsored posts that promote pages, groups or causes. The exact mix of these items – and the objectives behind them – may have a huge impact on the users: Facebook is an immersive platform that has been shown to have the power to influence the users’ moods [8]. Any of such positive or negative effects may be subtle. For instance, it is still unclear whether and, if so, to what extent, targeted advertising on Facebook by Cambridge Analytica had any impact on the results of the Brexit referendum [1].

As much as platforms aim to (also) satisfy the needs of the end user, it is far from clear what these user needs actually are. As argued in a very entertaining CHI’18 Extended Abstract [9], simple measures of ‘engagement’ (such as a click-through rate) rather measure to what extent users engage in activities such as watching cat videos, instead of doing something more useful (which leads to the question whether it is a recommender system’s responsibility to determine this for the user).

The practice of blending sponsored recommendations or advertisements within the actual content – be it a news feed, search results or a list of ‘genuine’ recommendations provides additional challenges. As long as the sponsored recommendations are in line with the user context and actual user goals, they might sufficiently blend in, but as soon as the users sense a mismatch [10], and the sponsored content is not sufficiently labelled as such, users start to feel uneasy and might start to distrust the user context as a whole, particularly if the user context is considered private, such as a chat window. Note that for users it is hard to recognize the reason why an item has been recommended: ‘odd’ items might just as well have been introduced by diversification techniques [16].

An important difference between ‘academic’ recommender systems and recommender systems in practice is that the latter category often lacks transparency. For instance, it is well known that Google personalized search takes more than 50 factors into account in the ranking process [2], but how exactly is unknown and topic of various reverse-engineering studies [3].

4 LEGAL AND ETHICAL REQUIREMENTS

Arguably, the most influencing legal framework for privacy concerns is the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [4]. The GDPR is expected to influence the collection of user data, as it now can only be collected with a specific given purpose. However, it is unlikely that it will have much impact on actual recommendations or recommender algorithms. It is argued that the GDPR states that decisions ‘based solely on automated processing’ will only be allowed under specific conditions (including the provision of transparency and explanations [14]), but article 22.2c states that this does not yield if personalization is based on the data subject’s (i.e. the user’s) explicit consent [5].

Even though it may be unlikely that Google or Facebook will be legally required to provide explanations on the algorithmic decisions that led to personalized search results or news feeds, the academic community has been pressing for transparent, bias-free personalization from various directions [13–15]. Tintarev et al [15] defined a good number of principles for the design of such explanations, but realistically most users will not extensively interact with them. In a recent keynote [6], Mireille Hildebrandt argued that the term ‘explanations’ might be suboptimal: users would not be helped by insight in the technicalities behind a recommendation.

---


4A 2017 study on queries related to German politics reported that the effects of personalization are relatively small. http://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/netzpolitik/google-projekt-von-algorithmwatch-filterblase-welche-filterblase-a-1219981.html

5https://gdpr-info.eu/

6https://gdpr-info.eu/art-22-gdpr/

or a profile, but rather in a justification, ‘an acceptable reason for doing something’.\footnote{https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/justification}

A more philosophical but also pressing question: can we actually separate between genuine, sponsored and promoted recommendations, or could seemingly promoted results be genuine recommendations that just happen to be advertorials or otherwise sponsored content? In most countries, there are legal requirements for this content to be labeled as such\footnote{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advertorial}. If users cannot spot the difference between ‘real’ and ‘sponsored’ content, how could recommender systems separate between the two categories?

5 A COMPARISON OF UMAP 2018 AND RECSYS 2018

In order to get an overview on research topics currently investigated related to personalization and recommendation, we analyzed the full and short papers of ACM UMAP 2018\footnote{https://www.eelcoherder.com/organization-and-outreach/research-blog/19-is-this-a-recommendation-or-an-advertisement} \cite{1} and ACM RecSys 2018\footnote{https://www.eelcoherder.com/organization-and-outreach/research-blog/19-is-this-a-recommendation-or-an-advertisement} \cite{2}. The goals discussed in this section were explicitly stated in the abstract, introduction and/or conclusions of these papers.

The proceedings of UMAP 2018 contained a total of 36 full and short papers, in which 46 recommender goals were identified – 8 papers addressed two or more goals, 1 paper addressed even four goals. Of the 81 RecSys papers, 56 addressed a recommender system and corresponding goal, in only one paper more than one goal was explicitly investigated.

Of the 46 identified personalization goals addressed in UMAP 2018, 15 concerned item recommendations (32%), directly followed by learning-related personalization (12 times) and, to a somewhat smaller extent health (six items). Other personalization areas included contacts (focusing on kindness and trust), information (personalized news, reducing overload, work efficiency) and travel (route suggestions and venue recommendation).

For item recommendations, the goals or evaluation criteria are varied and include “good choices”, diversification, eudaimonic (meaningful in terms of self-realization) recommendations, explainability and trust (4 times) and group recommendation (2x). Goals for personalized learning include self-reflection (2x), pedagogical strategies (2x), self-regulated learning (2x), dropout prediction and scaffolding. Health goals involved mental wellbeing, personalized training programs, self-regulation and healthy shopping.

By contrast, the overwhelming majority of recommender goals mentioned in RecSys 2018 papers concerned item recommendation (44 out of 57, 77%), out of which 14 focused on improving performance. Two papers directly addressed improving click-through rates (CTR), which can be interpreted as a commercial goal, and another paper concerned ‘assessment after consumption’. Other goals included budget-aware recommendations, calibration and coherence, explanations (3x), gender-aware recommenders, package recommendation and multi-stakeholder recommendation (2x). Recommender systems that did not directly address items or products, aimed at finding information (2x), contacts (2x), answers to questions, learning, locations and routes.

In addition, the RecSys 2018 Proceedings included 10 industry presentations. The conference had twenty sponsors, including major players in online shopping, audio streaming and other online media. UMAP 2018 did not have an industry track and of the sponsors, only one commercial company could be identified.

From this bird’s eye overview it seems that most academic papers, both in UMAP 2018 and in RecSys 2018, largely address recommender systems that mainly or exclusively serve the end-user goals; the interests of other stakeholders (such as platform owners or sellers) are not directly addressed, at least not presented as a main research objective. However, papers in RecSys seem to use more ‘commercial’ evaluation measures.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Historically, the UMAP community has focused on the many opportunities for user modeling and personalization for the benefit of the end user, in many different user contexts. Personalization encompasses far more than item recommendation and serves goals such as improving learning outcomes that are not always easy to be (directly) monetized.

By contrast, the RecSys community largely focuses on item recommendation, where items can be products, locations, contacts, movies or music. For this type of personalization, commercial exploitation models are usually easily recognized: companies can directly earn money by selling items piece by piece or via a subscription, or receive a fee from the producer for each item that a user has taken up (clicked upon, watched, listened to, read, bought). Free services, such as social media and video channels, earn money by bundling the actual services or items with (targeted) advertisements. From last year’s RecSys conference it can be observed that several research papers employ ‘commercial’ evaluation measures, such as the click-through rate.

When looking at recommender systems in practice, it appears that it is unavoidable – and arguably desirable – that personalization and recommendation methods are (also) applied for commercial purposes. After all, a functioning marketplace should satisfy both buyers and sellers. To make the concept of multi-sided fair recommender systems\footnote{The problem of not properly labeled sponsored content is beyond the scope of this paper, I wrote more about it in https://www.eelcoherder.com/organization-and-outreach/research-blog/19-is-this-a-recommendation-or-an-advertisement} more concrete, we should realize that monetary benefits or other (commercial) incentives are often essential for fostering take-up.

An important lesson that can be learned is that if the research community does not think about ways to monetize personalization methods, we might fail to (timely) recognize when and how personalization serves other interests than the benefit of the end users. One could argue that exactly this has happened in the past decade: the current discussions on filter bubbles and algorithmic bias are arguably mainly caused by too strong an (algorithmic) focus on optimizing user engagement by addressing hedonistic needs and immediate satisfaction.

Therefore, in order to turn the tide and to make personalization ‘good’ again, we think it is important that the research community will more actively envisage, develop and experiment with revenue models – taking into account the interests of all stakeholders and balancing them.
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